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Nexsen Pruet – the regional law firm with
international strength – is bringing innovation to
traditional contract review services with the launch of
NPcontracts360.
The new service offers a team of Nexsen Pruet attorneys and specially
trained professionals to analyze contract provisions through a multipronged process that leverages experienced lawyers, artificial intelligence
and advanced legal process outsourcing techniques. The model enables a
higher level of risk management than automated analysis can provide
alone, delivering to businesses a more efficient and accurate option for
contract review.
Peter Santos, Managing Member of Professionals for Nexsen Pruet, helped
lead the effort to bring this unique solution to the market. He said the
oversight by firm attorneys is what uniquely positions NPcontracts360 as an
innovative offering.
“There are a number of features that make NPcontracts360 attractive, from
guaranteed turnaround times with options for expedited services and
flexible payment structures,” he explained. “However, clients benefit most
when the attorneys who understand their legal priorities and
organizational objectives are also the ones managing the contract review
component of legal process outsourcing. It brings client service to the next
level, and it enables us to deliver a comprehensive risk management
solution that you would be hard-pressed to find elsewhere in today’s
market.”
Through NPcontracts360, Nexsen Pruet tailors programs to minimize risk
and assure compliance with corporate policies. Clients can use the firm’s
recommended review standards or work together with the contracts team
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to build analysis criteria specific to their business and risk tolerance.
By combining legal project management best practices with technological innovation, Nexsen Pruet applies those
standards in a way that ensures speed and quality – delivering a hybrid of efficiency in the review, analysis, and
negotiation of legal agreements.
As a member of AMLaw 200 with more than 200 professionals in eight offices throughout the Carolinas, Nexsen
Pruet has the regional capabilities and international strength to build the right risk management solution for your
business. With 17 industry groups, 20 services areas, and more than 40 attorneys with law licenses in more than one
state, we bring innovation to comprehensive legal strategies that take your next challenge to the next level. Put your
legal interests first with the attorneys of Nexsen Pruet.
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